Angry students petition for housing refund

by Katlsha Lewis

Students are in an uproar about an oversight in their Clove Road Apartment lease contract.

After about 10 weeks, five students in Clove Road noticed that they were not getting a refund check. The students complained to Margaree Coleman-Carter, director of Residence Life, about not receiving their $150 refund.

The Montclair State Apartment lease contract for Aug. 30, 1991-May 20, 1992, states, "Rebates of $150 per Resident will be made to each Resident of an apartment to which five Residents are assigned by the Office of Residence Life and who retain those assignments for 10 or more weeks."

Coleman-Carter stated that the entire clause was overlooked and forgotten. The residents that started this petition, Janice Wilson, Connie Mancini, Susan Hamilton and Jenn Dassori, said that neither they nor any other Clove resident were ever informed that they were not going to receive a rebate this year. The students went to every B and C quintuplet apartment and got about 150 signatures that they needed for their petition.

One of the students' mothers called Residence Life and was told that she would get a response on Thursday, said Hamilton.

Coleman-Carter, said that she has scheduled a meeting with the students and Vice President for Students Development and Student Life, to hear the appeal.

"If the students don't get their money back they want some improvements done," said Hamilton.

Mancini said, "Residence Life should have better accommodations such as bigger refrigerators, stoves, and water heaters. If they're going to keep the $150, I want to see some improvements."

"You have to go after Residence Life, you need to address them," the students said.

The rebate is needed, said Mancini. "I pay for my education, I want my money back."

Landino awarded "Faculty Advisor of the Year"

by Renee McDonnell

Dr. Lawrence Landino, the Broadcasting Division coordinator and advisor for MSC's Alpha Epsilon chapter, the national broadcasting and electronic media society, received the "Faculty Advisor of the Year" award at the AEHo Freedom States Regional Convention in Plattsburgh, N.Y. on Oct. 31.

Landino was nominated for the award by the executive board of AEHo at Montclair State and competed against advisors from 15 other schools, said Daniella Ferrandino, AEHo vice president and a junior.

Landino, a first-time advisor, was pleased with his win. "I was very happy and it was a big surprise," he said.

State Treasurer addresses SGA

by Kelly J. Schab

Sam Crane, New Jersey state treasurer, gave a speech in front of the SGA last night about his thoughts on college spirit, the state's economy, and the national recession.

As a college student he was very active in his student governments at the University of Cincinnati and here at Montclair State.

Crane led a successful rally at Trenton to protest the state college tuition raises. Though the state only cut the raise in half, Crane considers it an important victory for students.

Later, he worked on the Tuition Aid Grant program. "We felt that people who didn't have the wherewithal should have a chance to go to college," Crane said.

"We worked for six to eight months of hard lobbying" and won. "We the students were a part of that process."

Crane advised the legislators to get involved in state and local politics as he explained that it's the "governors and states that really lead the country."

He also said that the way to get other students involved is to "make the issues important to them."

"If you look at the voters, (of the national election) they were focused on something personal to them," Crane said.
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Phi Beta Sigma Frat Inc. presents their first annual Steps How Competition, Sat., Feb. 13, 1993 at the Newark Symphony Hall.

The MSC Concert Band will be performing at St. Peter’s Cathedral in Citicorps, New York City on Sun., Dec. 13, 1992, at 7:30 p.m.

CLUB presents Winter Ball '92 "Midnight Magic," on Dec. 10, 1992, from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. Admission is $20.

The Union for Lesbian/Gay, Bisexual concerns is holding meetings on Mondays at 4 p.m. in RM 413 in the Student Center.

INTERNATIONAL
The European Economic Community denied aid to Germany to help out with the massive refugee problem the Germans face. No other Economic Community members have open door refugee policies as Germany does.

A coup in Venezuela was halted early this week but it has left the nation quaking. Calls for President Carlos Andres Perez to step down have echoed from the crisis. Mass arrests followed the rebellion.

Middle East Watch, a human rights group, put out a report based on information gathered from consultant Rae McGrath that Iraqi military forces have planted millions of mines in three Kurdish dominated provinces. The mines have rendered vast areas of the territory unfarmable and uninhabitable. Iraqi soldiers apparently kept no maps of where they placed these mines and the act was called a gross violation of international law for posing an unacceptable threat to civilians.

All Mahdi Mohamed approved a plan for U.S. troops to use force to get aid through to relief points in Somalia. The powerful warlord, who holds northern Mogadishu, may not be motivated to help the 2 million starving civilians but by a chance to take control of the country. 300,000 people have already died from the famine.

NATIONAL
The Supreme Court voted 6-3 not to review lower court decisions that declared a Guam law banning almost all abortions unconstitutional. Monday's decision marked the first time in 20 years that the Court refused to review a major abortion dispute.

A group of Haitians made it to the United States last weekend aboard a freighter. Witnesses said they saw 40 or 50 people piled into two vans waiting for the boat. A 22 month old baby was killed while traveling on Interstate 20 near Birmingham, Ala. The girl, Ashley, was shot in the back of the head while seated between her parents. It is unclear why or how the bullet was shot at the pick-up truck.

A Texas Republican senator was accused of misusing his office. The accusation against him is that he let a savings and loan administrator absorb $50,000 in construction costs of his vacation home.

Arthur Seale, killer of Exxon executive Sidney Reso, was convicted of kidnapping and murder along with several other offenses. He was subsequently sentenced to 95 years plus life on Monday. Most of the evidence presented against him was from his wife who turned state's evidence on him in a plea bargain with prosecutors.

LOCAL
Passaic mayor Joseph Lipari faces up to 65 years in prison on several counts which he was connected with while mayor. He was convicted Saturday on conspiracy to commit bribery, tax evasion and shaking down a Passaic city contractor over a seven year period starting just two days after he took office in 1983. His lawyer has said that Lipari does not know if he will step down from his position or try to fight efforts to remove him.

New Jersey Jets player Dennis Byrd was paralyzed on a play when he and another defensive man collided when Chiefs quarterback Dave Krieg stepped out of the pocket during a play on Sunday at the Meadowlands. Byrd still has no feeling in his legs and most of his upper body. Late last week Jets star wide receiver Al Toon retired from football under advice that if he took another blow to the head he could have permanent brain damage. Last year, the Lions' Mike Utley was paralyzed in a routine play.

CORRECTIONS
It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct errors. If you spot an error please contact the office at 893-5169.
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Landino, a first-time advisor, described winning the award as a complete surprise. "The award is more of a reflection of the students' work and what has happened in the Broadcasting Department in the last year than on me," he said.

Landino, who came to M.S.C last September from N.Y.U., was honored for his work in the development of the Broadcasting Handbook, which serves as a production guide for majors. He was also praised for introducing the production archive and the big and little brother/sister orientation program in the department.

"He is a very dedicated advisor and has been working on the program since the summer," said Ferrandino.

Adam Puhaic, also vice president of A.E.R.H.O., commented on Landino's encouragement. "He has pushed us to enter our work in many student competitions in order to gain recognition."

Landino and A.E.R.H.O. are currently working on producing a "Jeopardy-like" quiz show for the spring.
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The College Curriculum Review committee announced three new music minors and major changes to the Biology major curriculum. All incoming freshmen will have new courses to take. There is also a new music theater minor and a recommendation that the R.O.T.C. program be removed.

The Welfare and Internal committee will research the firing of a Webster R.A. for displaying public drunkenness. If the firing seems to be of a suspicious nature, then they will write a letter to Dean Martin questioning the process.

It was suggested that the SGA purchase new phone jacks to stop people from using their own receivers to steal calls from the SGA phones. All legal users will have a set time limit. Only users will have a set time limit. Only legal users will have a set time limit. Only legal users will have a set time limit.
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Policy On Final Examinations

All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled examination period. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final examinations for each class period.

No final examination may be given during the last week of classes before the examination period.

If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled final examination time, for a class evaluation session. Thus, all classes are required to meet during the examination period.

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar system faster, too.

Revive with VIVARIN!
Campus Police Report
Edited by Kelly J. Schab

Theft
11/25/92 An employee of the Media Center reported that a VCR was stolen from a night class in Life Hall. The equipment had been left briefly unattended after the class used the equipment.

11/30/92 A male student reported that he left his jacket and wallet in the elevator parked in lot 25 between 8:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on 11/23/92.

11/30/92 While on patrol an officer found four vehicles parked in lot 30 with broken windows. Some of the vehicles were missing property. All four vehicles belonged to Freeman residents.

Theft of MV
11/24/92 A male student reported the theft of his car while parked in lot 23 between 8:40 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

11/24/92 A female student reported the theft of her brother's car while parked in lot 25 between 9:00 a.m. and 12:15 p.m.

Use of Possible Controlled Substances (marijuana)
11/30/92 Maureen Gallagher, Director of Clover Road Apartments, reported a strong odor of marijuana emanating from an apartment. When responding officers arrived, they went to the apartment, knocked on the door and were told to come in. Evidence of the possession and use of marijuana and paraphernalia was established. Two of the three residents present and their guest appeared to be under the influence and admitted to use. The other resident denied use or possession. Arrests are pending.

Assault
11/28/92 After the women's basketball game a fight broke out between players and students of MSC and Rowan. Not enough information is available as the investigation is still underway.

Dispute
11/25/92 A member of the Residence Life Maintenance staff reported ongoing harassment problems that he has with other members of the Residence Life staff. The matter is being handled administratively.

Harrassment
11/29/92 A male resident of Bohn Hall reported that he was receiving numerous hang-up phone calls between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. for the past two months.

11/50/92 A female resident of Bohn Hall reported that she received two phone calls from a female who were threatening in nature. It is believed that the calls are possibly coming from a jealous friend of her boyfriend. She had been receiving threatening hang-up calls for about a month.

Trespass (Peeping Tom)
12/1/92 A female resident of Clover Road Apartments reported seeing a white male walking behind the apartments and looking into some apartments on the first floor. She called the police but the suspect fled upon seeing their arrival. A search was conducted but the suspect was not found.

Suspicious Activities
11/30/92 Two custodians reported that they had found a syringe and several body hand towels in a man's room trash can in the library. The incident occurred on 11/18/92 but wasn't reported to police until 11/26/92. The syringe and towels were disposed of before the police investigation, so the purpose or use of the syringe could not be determined at the time.

Criminal Mischief
11/30/92 A parking officer found the bottom pane of a glass door at the north entrance to Finley Hall partially broken. It appears that someone kicked it.

Property Damage
11/30/92 A male employee reported that his car was damaged when the gate in lot four came down on it. He was following the car ahead of him too closely.

Trespass
11/30/93 An employee reported that he secured the weight room in the gym on Friday and that when he returned on Monday he found that the weights were moved around.

Medical
11/30/92 A female resident of Bohn Hall reported that she wasn't feeling well. She appeared weak and disoriented. She was taken to Mountainside via ambulance.

11/30/92 A member of the faculty reported that he had tripped over two carts which could not be seen from the entrance of the west door of College Hall. He was assisted by two students and moved the carts. He requested no medical attention but complained that his hip hurt.
Score With the College Store!
The college Store is sponsoring a season full of challenges and excitement for the 1992/1993 Men's and Women's Basketball Seasons. At half-time of each home contest (excluding the Dial Classic), five lucky contestants will be chosen from the crowd to participate in a shooting contest. They will each be given two attempts to do the following:

Make a shot from the foul line - Win a Montclair State T-shirt!

*If you make a foul shot, you can risk the T-shirt and try a shot from the three-point line.*

Make a shot from the three-point line - Win a Montclair State Sweatshirt!

*If you make the three-point shot, you can risk the sweatshirt and try a shot from half court.*

Make a shot from half court - Win a $100.00 gift certificate from the College Store!

**Schedule of Home Games**

- **Saturday, November 28** vs. Rowan College Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
- **Monday, November 30** Men vs. Upsala College, 7 pm
- **Saturday, December 5** Men vs. Stockton State College, 7:30 pm
- **Saturday, December 12** vs. Jersey City Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
- **Monday, December 14** Women vs. University of Bridgeport, 7 pm
- **Wednesday, January 6** Women vs. Stockton State College, 7 pm
- **Wednesday, January 13** vs. Kean College, Women at 6 pm, Men at 8 pm
- **Saturday, January 23** vs. William Paterson, Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
- **Wednesday, January 27** vs. Ramapo, Women at 5:30 pm, Men at 7:30 pm
- **Monday, February 8** Men vs. Centenary College, 7:30 pm
- **Wednesday, February 10** vs. Trenton State, Women at 6 pm, Men at 8 pm
- **Wednesday, February 17** vs. Rutgers Newark, Women at 5:30, Men at 7:30
- **Saturday, February 20** vs. Rutgers Camden, Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm

*ATHLETICS AND THE COLLEGE STORE-TEAMING UP FOR EXCITEMENT*
HELP WANTED

HOLIDAY HELP Creative People needed to work in retail stores or assemblers for local companies as:

- Customer Service Reps.
- Clericals
- Telemarketers
- West Processors
- Warehouse workers

Flexible hours/Days and evenings. EARN EASY CASH working at local companies as:

- Customer Service Reps.
- Clericals
- Telemarketers
- West Processors

Work around your schedule. Flexible hours/Days and evenings. Great Pay rates!!! Call today! TSI Personnel 779-2020

FREE TRIP TO CANCUN MEXICO!

Sun bound vacations needs campus representatives to organize a small group for Spring Break 1993, and earn a trip free to Cancun, Mexico—call 800 Sun Trek (800-786-8735) for complete information and free gift. Sororities, Fraternities, Clubs and Associations are invited to inquire.

1-800-SUN*TREK
1-800-786-8735

FREE TRAVEL AND MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS!! Dean Waters, Stock Broker's Assistant Administrative work and telemarketing. Hours and salary negotiable. Call Kevin Fay 744-2300. Join New Jersey's hottest gourmet pizza establishment.

EARN EASY CASH FOR CHRISTMAS!! dean Waters, Stock Broker's Assistant Administrative work and telemarketing. Hours and salary negotiable. Call Kevin Fay 744-2300.

EARN EASY CASH!!! Post working, dedicated individual. Also accepting applications for customer help, food prep and experienced pizza makers. All positions available full time or part time. Wages to commensurate with experience. Hours flexible. One role from campus. 744-2300. Join New Jersey's hottest gourmet pizza establishment.

CHILD CARE

Nanny Needed- Live out, will work with a part-time or night student's schedule, in Verona home. $250 a week. Great hours. Call 744-6844. 

Suzanne Wainberg 201-744-6844. Transportation provided if needed.


MECHANIC MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

Arturo's Brick Oven Pizza

Excellent opportunity for hard working, dedicated individual. Also accepting applications for customer help, food prep and experienced pizza makers. All positions available full time or part time. Wages to commensurate with experience. Hours flexible. One role from campus. 744-2300. Join New Jersey's hottest gourmet pizza establishment.
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Welcome to the real world

MSC is quickly becoming known as N.J.'s leading "school of hard knocks". The plethora of complaints that has been growing throughout the semester regarding the inconveniences and discomforts of college life recently got even larger. Commuters complain about the parking situations, intellectuals criticize the lack of library hours and now a large number of angry Clove Road residents have announced that Residence Life is denying those students residing in five-person apartments a refund of $150 per resident which has been the policy of Residence Life in past semesters. As usual, the accusing finger must be pointed at someone.

The Montclair State Apartment Lease Contract for the 1991-92 school year contained a clause which stated, "a rebate of $150 per Resident will be made to each Resident of an apartment to which five Residents are assigned by the office of Residence Life." This clause was overlooked and forgotten in the 1992-93 contract, stated Margaree Coleman-Carter, Director of Residence Life. The college maintains that the deletion of the clause was an inadvertent error on their part, but since students signed the contract as it appeared the college is not compelled to provide the $150 per student refund. Clearly this is an error in favor of the constantly shrinking MSC budget.

Before students denounce Residence Life as slum-lords, we must consider the fact that college students are recognized as adults and must suffer the consequences of assuming that MSC will hold our hands and look out for our better interests. We are no longer children. Welcome to the real world!

MSC provides housing for students on campus alleviating for many the frustrating search for over-priced, under-sized, off-campus apartments in surrounding communities. In turn, students sign a contract with Residence Life that serves the same purpose as a lease signed between a landlord and a tenant. Stereotypically, landlords are self-serving business persons who will find every loophole to provide little for a tenant while charging enormous sums in rent.

Before students denounce Residence Life as slum-lords, we must consider the fact that college students are recognized as adults and must suffer the consequences of assuming that MSC will hold our hands and look out for our better interests. We are no longer children. Welcome to the real world!

The Montclair does not condone any act of the administration to take advantage of students. At the same time, students must protect their own rights and in this case the dissatisfied students in the Clove Road apartments also erred by not carefully reading the agreement which they signed with Residence Life. College life entails many learning experiences including a good amount of education about real life. Although many residents may consider the decision of Residence Life to deny their customary refunds misleading and unfair, they may also consider it part of reality in the adult world and another lesson in the "school of hard knocks".
The Montclarion
Thursday, December 3, 1992

Commentary

Iron Heel
by Christina Tischio

Tischio's tips on holiday shopping

As the holiday season intrudes upon us, I want to remind the materialistic side in all of us to settle back down for a long winter's nap and let the warm, snuggly personinside us emerge with nick. As a college student, I realize how tight money can be. Unless, perchance, you are one of the many students, like myself, that still permeate the halls of dearly beloved MSC. To those masses, my advice to you is to hang yourself, along with your highly decorated, freshly-killed trees, out the window until suffocation fully occurs. People like you will never have the holiday spirit and only help extend the lengthy, over-abundant shopping lines.

Now, for the few true college students who work part-time or even full-time jobs while holding full course loads, these words are for you.

As the time draws near to wrap that oh-so-thoughtful gift for Mom, Dad or certain lover, keep in mind the best presents are the ones that come from the heart—a place rather far from the pocket. Take for example, my precious boyfriend. Last year for Christmas I received a personally-sung rendition of, "It's a Holly, Jolly Christmas" while trying to tap dance in time. This present was certainly hard to forget. Another example, my present to my father last year: a picture of myself. Yes, it sounds trite and conceded, but it works.

He thought I was special, I looked no better, and I felt the meaning was good, not self the same questions many times. At least the baking thing, again.

"Love" the sales receipt and find a nice, juicy, nibbly infected wild mouse with a cage about to crumble. This way, you look caring, plus if you time it right, you get to have your basement back for you and your dog to romp in.

Any siblings? If their young, make 'em something special with God for themselves, if they can at all. However, I do get offended when people can't see that many people who claim to be Christian don't act it at all and lump those of us who try to live a Christian life into the same category.

This brings another good point. Food. If you know how to bake, why not whip up some really good cookies? Pack them up in a cute, handy, dainty—only one dollar at the Dollar Store where everything is $1, yes everything and there you have it. Mom will be weepy with happiness at your consideration and talent. You will be $1 richer and able to buy beer for the long haul through Christmas break. A point of mad. This idea works even better. Now, don't run out and buy one. Get a wild one. Y'ed'd that's right.

Religion is personal decision for individual

To Robert Allen, when is the first meeting for the group to legalise love? I want to join.

To Trish Barker, writer of the Heresy column, I am a Christian and I beg you to come question my religious beliefs. I am fairly sure I could sufficiently answer any thing you ask me because I have probably already asked myself the same questions many times. Be prepared though, sometimes the answer is "I don't know" or "that's for you to decide for yourself." If you and other people would stop letting bigoted, insecure followers of grossly-manipulated, barely-related-on-the-Bible cults tell you the meaning of the Christian religion, you may be pleasantly surprised.

I say to anyone and everybody, be wary of people preaching religion who carry a gun or want money. Any Christian who endeavors another for their sins should start condemning the sins and imperfection in him or her own life. To one who is a member of any religion, stop worrying about what other people do and telling them they have to believe in your religion. If God wants any particular person to find him, he certainly does not need you to take them there.

I will not be ashamed of what I believe in and be beaten down by those who can't see that there is life beyond here. Or by those people who could never stand to accept that there is something greater than us and certain behavior is requisite because of that. I do nothing because I have to. The Bible says I can do whatever I choose, but if I only believe in Christ, I will try to be more like him. Love of God and love of life is what I try to make my life. I don't love of Oral Roberts or some dogma a particular church preaches to me. One church doctrine that caters to all aspects of life is not possible. In the Bible it says that different things are good for some people and other things are good for someone else. A great meal is meat. If someone feels eating meat is wrong then for them it is, but for those of us who do eat meat, we should not force our views on those who don't, and vice versa.

That same premise applies to everything. How can I force what I feel is right on another? I am a human so, no matter what, I will never have the answers, so I am better off trying to do myself what I think is right and not worry about what other people are doing. I have to be cool with God myself and let other people worry about being gaudy and ceramic. If they're older, break out that pack of condoms you were saving for that spontaneous night and give them a few. I know, this goes against not buying anything, but let's face it, safety pins. Your brother is more important than that extra few dollars for beer. And the look of concern on your face as he unwraps this gift in front of your family will focus all attention on him and leave you in peace for the break.

As for lovers and what not, you know what to do. Just jazz it up. Grow a little more, a little extra coyness could be good and above all, fake that orgasm! It will make their holiday.

All in all, holidays are something we should all not take too seriously. Unless of course you're religious. Then, by all means, be as moody as you want. But for the regulars who just pass through this time remember, this is the time to make people laugh, to let the loving side affect others so that they may be a little more jovial in their depressing, non-existing lives. It is also the time to give. If you see a person in need, this is the perfect time not to let your pride get in the way and move a step closer for temporary utopia.

Please turn to page 10
Improved advising system needed for better MSC

Everyone knows that MSC is the biggest state college in N.J. with a population around 15,000 students. Many people from off-campus know that the services at MSC must be good or there would be no way it is the biggest state college in N.J. students, but that is not the case. Every fall there are about 2,000 new students, either freshman or transfer. When it comes to registration these students suffer more than everyone else in this college.

The reason behind this is counseling. If all these students were asked who helped them in selecting their classes, the answers would be surprising. Some of them will say it was fellow upperclassmen. Others would say that they selected the classes themselves. Only a few of them will say that they received some help from a counselor.

Most of the new students don’t know that counseling exists. The people who do know, either don’t know where it is (because of the construction that is taking place on campus making it impossible to find the Student Advising Center) or don’t want to go because they are afraid the counselor will “make them pay for it.” One can hear many horror stories around campus about counselors that gave— and in some cases forced— students to take unnecessary courses. These students ended up wasting their money and time in courses that were useless to them.

“I’d rather visit a doctor than a counselor,” one student said.

“You only pay $100 for a doctor’s advice. You may end up paying $300 for a counselor’s advice,” said another student.

There are also students that complain about the departmental advising. These students feel that they should get more advising time than they receive right now.

It is obvious that the counseling system at MSC is not very enthusiastic when it comes to helping students with critical academic decisions.

MSC students come before university status

Most colleges and universities boast about their beautiful landscaping and tranquil surroundings. Not here at MSC. Here we have huge piles of dirt, badly ripped-up walkways and ugly, orange fences. There is constantly some kind of construction going on. The sound of hammers and saws at work consistently pollutes the air along with thick clouds of dust.

Why are four-story buildings being built? So MSC can become a university? What does the number of buildings on campus have to do with being ranked higher or lower? Just because the construction is taking place around campus making it impossible to find the Student Advising Center does not mean that students should suffer more than everyone else in this college.

The criteria needed to be changed if a student could not reach them? This does not mean that I have never wondered because I consider myself lucky, for I have always just believed that God will provide a solution for the forests destruction. As a concerned individual searching for solutions to preserve the 5 percent of original old growth left in this country, I welcome NORML’s suggestions.

Certainly, we do not advocate smoking pot, nor do I advocate drinking, and I sure as hell see everyone around here standing up tall on that issue. Why? Because it’s legal! Because the government says we can have it. It’s okay even though they kill innocent people and is proven, among other things, to lower grades when consumed frequently.

Alcohol being readily available on campus is a message to come and partake. I really don’t understand this talk about being denied our rights as given to us by the federal government. We are not being denied. If you’re 21 and you want to have a drink, go to a bar. Yes, so the SGA polled 1,000 students and 90 percent of them wanted alcohol here on campus, but what percentage of them were over 21? 90 percent of 16-year-old plus students advocated alcohol, I agree we should have it. But I’m not sure that’s the case from what I’ve read in The Montclarion (it’s my only source on this topic.)

I’d like to see this community revolve around a positive effort geared toward bettering our future.

Dawn D. Kelly
Junior, Undeclared

Tim’s Thoughts

so that eventually the letters would understand that they could not put the poem together themselves. This is because there would always be some letters that wanted to take charge and make their own poem and would not care if some letters were left out and had no meaning; or if these dictator letters would erase any letter that did not fit or want to be in the poem of the poem or did not like its meaning. Then some letters would realize that they could not see the whole scope of things that I, the poet, could better arrange the poem and any letters that did not want to be part of it I could get rid of because the only meaning they could make would be evil, if my poem was love and peace. These are just two of the many arguments I have come up with when my beliefs were challenged by myself or by someone else. Mr. Barker does have a point in stating that many people do not challenge what they believe, but some things we just accept. How many of you have ever seen a baby pigeon? Haven’t I, have you? Yet we know that they exist or there would not be adult pigeons. I consider myself lucky, for I have always just believed that God was there. This does not mean that I have never wondered because I occasionally have and still do. But it’s hard to deny God when high up in the Rockies or in the hills of Vermont we can see leaves so bright with color they glow at night. Please test your beliefs, especially those that pertain to our government or economics system. Many Christian groups are working and doing another, but please do not lump us together. Most Christians I know do try to achieve love and peace and that is what is about
Hey, kids! Here's your opportunity to express your writing and artistic skills to poke fun at anyone you want!

All Interested Students please see...
Katy McClure, Editorial Section Editor at The Montclarion
Room 113 in the Student Center

**WASHINGTON**

There was great celebration among non-Christian Americans after a meeting of Republican governors. Kick up your heels and have some champagne!

What's all the excitement?

The governor of Mississippi is willing to tolerate our presence in this "Christian nation!"

Wow!! How generous!!

One of our healthiest foods. You could catch them for free, feed your family, save money.

In the 1990s, we'll all need more tolerance.

I'm hoping to develop a tolerance for the carcinogens in fish.

Now each bite is a scene out of Hitchcock as our hand moves closer to our mouth. Is this the one with the poison? How many mouthfuls till we succumb?

The audience was glued to the dinner table. Every meal a death-defying thriller. Could this new element of suspense be the key to reuniting the family at dinnertime?
Congratulations to Chantelle Buckalew and John Occhiogrosso, our "True Blue" recipients! Your dedication and spirit is admired by all the brothers! Keep up the great work!
Women's basketball drops pair, falls to 1-3
by Lisa McCormack

The MSC women's basketball team had a rough week, dropping two games to conference opponents. The latest loss was to Rowan College on Sat., Nov. 28, at Panzer Gym. The Profs downed the Red Hawks 59-56, in what was a tight one all the way to the end. The Red Hawks trailed 57-56 with 42 seconds left in the game, when Rowan's Manly Damstatte sank a six-foot baseline jumper to up the Profs' lead to three points, 59-56. MSC then called a timeout with the hopes of some last second heroics. Red Hawks' senior guard Kim Barnes attempted a three pointer that rolled around the rim and fell to the floor as the final buzzer sounded.

The Red Hawks (1-3, 0-2 NJAC), who trailed 34-25 at halftime, were led by Banez' 20 points and six rebounds. Senior center Shonn Shaffer came up big as well, scoring 11 points and grabbing a season-high 21 rebounds. Senior guard Irene Mullaly also chipped in with 10 points and seven steals.

Prior to the Rowan loss, the Red Hawks were upended by Ramapo College 44-37, on Tues., Nov. 24, in Mahwah.

continued on page 14

MSC Sports Schedule

Fri., Dec. 4:
Women's basketball (home) vs. Lincoln University, 7:30 p.m.
(Dial Classic's first round game)
Wrestling (away), Coast Guard Tournament, TBA

Sat., Dec. 5:
Women's basketball (Dial Classic); Consolation game-2 p.m.
Championship game-4 p.m.
Men's basketball (away) vs. Stockton State, 7:30 p.m.

Sun., Dec. 6:
Indoor track and field (away), CTC Relays, TBA

Mon., Dec. 7:
Men's basketball (away) vs. FDU, 7:30 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 9:
Women's basketball (away) vs. Trenton State, 6 p.m.
Men's basketball (away) vs. Trenton State, 8 p.m.
Swimming (away) vs. Kutztown University, 6 p.m.

Women's basketball drops pair, falls to 1-3
by Lisa McCormack

MSC matmen upset Division I Princeton, 19-14
Red Hawks move to 3-1 as they beat the Tigers for the first time in school history
by Nicole Festa

The MSC wrestling team went on a rampage last weekend defeating Division I Princeton University in a close road match on Sat., Nov. 28, at Jadwin Gym in Princeton.

The Red Hawks pulled out a 19-14 victory thanks to their hard effort, and superior teamwork. Head coach Steve Strellner, who felt his team had a good shot to beat Princeton going in, said, "It felt good to beat them. We have been wrestling them for three to four years now, and this was our first victory against them. I'm happy that we finally won."

Senior Jeff Eberhardt scored the biggest victory for MSC against the Tigers. The Red Hawks went into Eberhardt's 177-pound match against Brett Mackiewicz with a narrow 12-11 lead.

"They were well matched, but Jeff pulled out a big victory that probably clinched the victory for us," said Strellner in reference to this important match-up.

Eberhardt pulled out this "clash of the titans," 6-4. He opened up a 5-1 advantage early, after receiving three back points. This gave Montclair a 15-11 overall advantage over Princeton, and created a path to victory. This low scoring overall match did not have even one pin.

The Red Hawks also received a big win from senior Jim Sloan in the 190-pound weight class. He outpointed David Walton, 15-4.

Also, senior Armando Nardone was superb, beating Chris Ackerman, 7-1 in a match that pit­ted two 134 pounders.

Other Red Hawk winners were Scott Castiglia (126 lbs.), Mike Flanner (142 lbs.), and Kurt Montayne (167 lbs.).

This victory was a sure stepping stone for the Red Hawks, who are considered a top Division III wrestling program.

The win improves MSC's record to an impressive 3-1. The Red Hawks will hit the road this weekend, Dec. 4-5, to compete in the annual Coast Guard Tournament.

continued on page 14

T.F.L. Picks: Week 14

George Calle, Managing Editor:
1. x-Buffalo -15 over N.Y. Jets. The Jets are the worst.
2. Washington -4 over x-N.Y. Giants. The Giants are right behind the Jets.
3. x-New England -4 over Indianapolis. This should pack the fans in.
4. Seattle +14 over x-Pittsburgh. The Seahawks are going to put together a winning streak.
5. Miami +8 over x-San Francisco. I love my Dolphins.

Rob Campes, Editor-In-Chief of The Anarchist Syndicate:
2. x-Washington -4 over N.Y. Giants. Kent who?
3. Dallas -4 over x-Denver. It doesn't matter if Elway plays or not.
4. x-Phoenix +4 over x-San Diego. It's time for the Chargers to lose.
5. x-Houston -4 over Chicago. The Bears really suck.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor:
1. x-New Orleans -10 over Atlanta. I love those helmets.
2. x-Buffalo -15 over x-N.Y. Jets. The Jets have too many injuries to hang with the Bills.
3. x-N.Y. Giants +4 over Washington. The Skins will take advantage of the hurting Giants' "D."
4. San Diego -4 over x-Phoenix. The Chargers are football's hottest team. Their defense and running game will be too much for the banged up Cardinals.
5. Dallas -4 over x-Denver. The Cowboys will shut down the Broncos offense, even with Elway.

Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:
1. x-New Orleans -10 over Atlanta. I love those helmets.
2. x-Buffalo -15 over x-N.Y. Jets. The Jets have too many injuries to hang with the Bills.
4. Seattle +14 over x-Pittsburgh. They beat the Broncos. Anything can happen.
5. Chicago +8 over x-San Francisco. The Dolphins will wake up this week. Take the points.

Bob Wintermute, Managing Editor of The Anarchist Syndicate:
1. x-Buffalo -15 over x-Buffalo. The Bills are embarrassed last week by the Colts, and will probably bounce back with a win, but not by the spread.
2. Washington -4 over x-N.Y. Giants. The Skins will take advantage of the hurting Giants' "D."
3. San Diego -4 over x-Phoenix. The Chargers are football's hottest team. Their defense and running game will be too much for the banged up Cardinals.
4. Dallas -4 over x-Denver. The Cowboys will shut down the Broncos offense, even with Elway.
5. Miami +8 over x-San Francisco. The Dolphins will wake up this week. Take the points.
Orts, from page 13

After completing his studies, Orts qualified to be a teacher in his native land. He then wanted to build upon the knowledge that he acquired. He's currently a physical education major at MSC and plans to use the degree he earns to better educate his people in Spain.

However, he isn't ruling out staying in the United States after he graduates. "Right now I think I'll go back, but anything can happen," he said.

The Valencia, Spain native has been impressed with this country's academics thus far. "The two educational systems are totally different. The colleges and universities are more organized here. All of the libraries, residence halls and classrooms are at the same place," Orts said.

MSC's starting point guard has been impressed with American basketball as well. "The players here are more athletic and in top condition. The game is very physical here and the defense is much better and emphasized a lot more. I'm learning every day," he said.

MSC head coach Nick DeTolve is one man who's extremely happy with Orts' decision to play at MSC. "Jose has done a good job for us. His qualities, and he's got a lot of experience. He's also an excellent shooter," said the second-year head coach.

Over his first five games, Orts has averaged 9.2 ppg and nearly 50 minutes per game for the 2-3 Red Hawks.

Women's, from page 13

MSC trailed the Roadrunners 24-15 at halftime and could never catch up. Again the Red Hawks were led by Barnes who dropped in 11 points.

MSC has started the season off on the wrong foot, but will look to bounce back this weekend in the 1992 Dial Classic at Panzer Gymnasium.

They'll take on Lincoln University in the second half of a double header on Fri., Dec. 4, at 7:30 p.m. The four-team tournament is sponsored by the Dial Soap company and has been in existence for nearly 14 years.

The first-ever Dial Classic was held at MSC in 1979. This year there will be Dial Classics at eleven colleges and universities (at levels from Division I-III) across the country throughout the month of December.

Turn Back the Clock Night
MSC Red Hawks vs.
Fairleigh Dickinson Knights
Monday, December 7, 1992
7:30 p.m.
Rothman Center (Teaneck, N.J.)

-This event is being presented to honor FDU's most successful men's basketball team ever (1952-53, 20-1).
-This game will be played as if it is the 1952-53 men's basketball season.
-Players will wear uniforms of that era.
-All coaches, athletic administrators, trainers, and cheerleaders will also wear 1950's garb.
-The game will also feature manual scoreboards, and a megaphone will be used by the public address announcer instead of a microphone.

Admission: 50 cents
Hot dogs and sodas: 25 cents apiece
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MSC trailed the Roadrunners 24-15 at halftime and could never catch up. Again the Red Hawks were led by Barnes who dropped in 11 points.
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The four-team tournament is sponsored by the Dial Soap company and has been in existence for nearly 14 years.

The first-ever Dial Classic was held at MSC in 1979. This year there will be Dial Classics at eleven colleges and universities (at levels from Division I-III) across the country throughout the month of December.

MSC had a strong first half of basketball. However, the second half was a different story. The Roadrunners came out strong and took control of the game. They scored 34 points in the second half and won the game 55-42.
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1992-93 College basketball preview: Duke will win it again

This season will be an exciting one for college basketball. Many questions loom in the air.

Can Duke win its third straight national championship? Can the Fab Five make it back to the Final Four? Is this the year for Seton Hall to win the national championship?

These questions will be answered from now until the end of March.

Kansas to its second straight Final Four. Roy Williams is a great coach.

Indiana. This team is very disciplined and patient, and with good reason. Their coach is Bobby Knight. Calbert Cheaney can do it all. They have a good supporting cast in Alan Henderson, Chris Reynolds and Greg Graham. The Hoosiers are as good as anybody.

Michigan. You couldn't get more talent on one team. Individually, the Wolverines have a handful of pro prospects. Chris Webber, Jalen Rose and Jimmy King will be especially tough to handle. The Fab Five is a year more experienced and mature, but they will not make the championship game again.

Seton Hall. This will have to be the Pirates year for now. After this season, they'll lose All-American Terry Dehere and Jerry Walker. They play great defense and are deep, which should keep them in the NCAA tournament. The Fab Five is a year more experienced and mature, but they will not make the championship game again.

NCAA's Elite 20

1. Duke. The Blue Devils will three-peat this year. Grant Hill is one of the top five players in the country, and contrary to many beliefs, Bobby Hurley will be a star for the Blue Devils.

2. Kansas. The Jayhawks have one of the top backcourts in the nation with Adonis Jordan and Rex Walters. 6'7" transfer forward Darrin Hancock could help lead Kansas to its second straight Final Four. Roy Williams is a great coach.

3. Indiana. This team is very disciplined and patient, and with good reason. Their coach is Bobby Knight. Calbert Cheaney can do it all. They have a good supporting cast in Alan Henderson, Chris Reynolds and Greg Graham. The Hoosiers are as good as anybody.

4. Michigan. You couldn't get more talent on one team. Individually, the Wolverines have a handful of pro prospects. Chris Webber, Jalen Rose and Jimmy King will be especially tough to handle. The Fab Five is a year more experienced and mature, but they will not make the championship game again.

5. Seton Hall. This will have to be the Pirates year for now. After this season, they'll lose All-American Terry Dehere and Jerry Walker. They play great defense and are deep, which should give them a legitimate shot at glory. P.J. Carlesimo's teams usually peak in March.

Division I All-Stars

First Team:
- Forward: Jamal Mashburn-6'8"-Junior-Kentucky-Brooklyn, N.Y.
- Center: Bobby Hurley-6'0"-Senior-Duke-Jersey City, N.J.
- Guard: Allan Houston-6'6"-Senior-Tennessee-Louisville, Ky.

Second Team:
- Forward: Rodney Rodgers-6'8"-Junior-Wake Forest-Durham, N.C.
- Center: Vin Baker-6'6"-Senior-Indiana-Evansville, Ind.
- Guard: Anfernee Hardaway-6'7"-Junior-Memphis-St. Memphis, Tn.

Third Team:
- Forward: Doug Edwards-6'9"-Senior-Florida State-Miami, Fla.
- Center: Eric Montross-7'0"-Junior-Carolina Indianapolisc, Ind.
- Guard: Grant Hill-6'8"-Senior-Duke-Reston, Va.

7. Memphis State. Anfernee Hardaway is a special player. With the help of talented pivot man David Vaughn, the Tigers are Elite Eight material again this year.

8. North Carolina. George Lynch, Eric Montross and Brian Reese will make the Tar Heels a team to be reckoned with.


10. Arizona. The Wildcats could be dangerous if Chris Mills ever lives up to his billing. Ed Stokes, the last remaining member of the "Tucson Skyline" provides a quality big man.

11. Iowa.
12. Oklahoma.
13. Iowa State.
14. Louisville.
15. Georgetown.
18. Syracuse.
19. Massachusetts.

In the bleachers...

December 4 at Panzer Gym

Clark University vs. St. Joseph's College, 5:30 p.m.
MSC vs. Lincoln University, 7:30 p.m.

Tickets: $4.00 General Admission
$2.00 Students with ID
$2.00 Children and Senior Citizens

-Get two tickets for the price of one with a Dial Soap wrapper.
-Door prizes and giveaways.

Football's a dangerous sport. We all know that. Yet when something tragic happens to a good man, the shock is tremendous. This week-end that happened to a New York Jet. It makes you realize how unimportant sports can be in the big picture. Dennis Byrd, my prayers are with you...i take it that you've all seen the Reebok basketball commercials that ask "Have you got the love?" After his recent antics, I'm beginning to think that Dennis Rodman doesn't belong in those commercials anymore...The answer to the Yankees questions at third is named Wade Boggs. Wouldn't it be great to see one of the best hitters of all-time close out his career in pinstripes? The Yankees could probably get Boggs relatively cheap, too, because of the subpar year he had in 1992. Also, he's got plenty of baseball in him. A lifetime .340 hitter doesn't turn over into a .270 hitter ('92) overnight...I'm going to the Thanksgiving Day game against Dallas, I was wondering if the Giants were saving first-round supplemental pick Dave Brown for a special occasion......Marge Schott should never be in control of the Cinncinatti Reds. The owners can't force her to sell the team, but they can take her away from the everyday operations of it. She's done nothing for baseball but cause headaches. Here's the list of reasons to get rid of her. She's a racist. She says she had a bandana with a swastika on it because it's scaresome-rabila. Next she'll be telling us that the closet full of hooded white sheets in her closet are for houseguests who like to play "ghost." She's gone as far as to let her precious dog Schottzie take dumps all over the field at Riverfront Stadium before games. In fact, she seems to care more about that goddamn dog than she does about her players and employees. She should be doing whatever it takes to get that goddamn dog out of the stadium. I take it that you've seen the Reebok basketball commercials that ask "Have you got the love?"
MSC swimmers fall to NYU, despite solid individual efforts
by Karen Plumstead

The MSC women's swimming team dropped its record to 3-2 with a 125-100 loss to NYU on Tues., Nov. 24, in Manhattan.

On the plus side for the Red Hawks was a 200-yard medley relay victory. The competition was once again dominated by MSC's star trio of Mariann Krivak, Michelle Opalka and Yadamente Yadin, plus sophomore Rebecca Golden. Krivak also placed first in the 200-yard breast stroke. Recently the Red Hawks have welcomed new diver Keri O'Mera.

Head coach Brian McLaughlin plus sophomore Mary Bleignier could add the necessary points to achieve a victory for the women.

The women swimmers believe that the NYU match was a learning experience in competing as a united team. They hope to turn this knowledge into victory in their next match.

NYU also defeated the MSC men's team, 116-94, also on November 24 as part of the dual meet.

Team captain Andrew Mitzak tried to rally the team with his outstanding time of 2:03.02 in the 200-yard butterfly. He completed his triple win with victories in the 400-yard medley and 1000-yard freestyle events.

Freshman star Mark Arnold swam to victory in the 200-yard freestyle and assisted Mitzak in the 400-yard medley win.

While the men's team may not come up with many overall victories this season, McLaughlin feels that individually they can succeed.

"They have many strong individual swimmers that will have many records breaking times," he added.

Upcoming meets include an away match with Kutztown University on Wed., Dec. 9, at 6 p.m. The Red Hawks will then host an exhibition alumni meet on Sat., Dec. 12, at 2 p.m.

Upsala's comeback edges MSC men's basketball
Mullins and Hines star, but Red Hawks drop to 2-3 after second straight loss
by Michael Frasco

The MSC men's basketball team dropped a tough 75-72 decision to Upsala College on Monday night at Panzer Gym in Upper Montclair.

The Red Hawks led 72-71 until the 1:33 mark of the second half. That's when Upsala senior guard Dave Seeger took over.

Seeger hit a short running jumper, and then added two free throws to put Upsala (3-0) ahead 75-72. Neither team scored again.

MSC nearly tied the game with 2:00 to go, but senior forward Lee Mullins' three-point attempt (nine points) and Pete Ristevski's tip-in (nine points) were knocked down, while another foul was called.

"We can't just come into a game thinking that we're going to win no matter what. We have to play hard and over the whole course of a game to win," Del Tufo added.

Despite the overall effort, the Red Hawks received a quality performance from star forward Lee Mullins. "The 6'3" senior dropped a season high 26 points, grabbed nine rebounds and dished out six assists.

Junior center Keith Hines was also solid in the defeat, netting 10 points and pulling down 10 rebounds. The 6'5" Montclair native also set an MSC single game record by blocking seven shots. The previous mark of four was set by Emile Harris against Ramapo in 1990.

The Red Hawks also broke the single game team record for blocks with 17. The old standard was 12, set in 1989 against Old Westbury (N.Y.).

Upsala was led by 6'3" senior Tyler Brown, who turned in a quality all-around game with 18 points, seven rebounds, and three assists. Seven shot in with 15 points.

The loss dropped MSC to 2-3 (1-1, NJAC). Del Tufo was also disappointed with the attitude that his squad brought to the game. They weren't making Ramapo miss, the 6'3" senior guard said.

"I wasn't happy with the overall effort," Del Tufo added.

Despite the overall effort, the Red Hawks received a quality performance from star forward Lee Mullins. "The 6'3" senior dropped a season high 26 points, grabbed nine rebounds and dished out six assists.

Junior center Keith Hines was also solid in the defeat, netting 10 points and pulling down 10 rebounds. The 6'5" Montclair native also set an MSC single game record by blocking seven shots. The previous mark of four was set by Emile Harris against Ramapo in 1990.

The Red Hawks also broke the single game team record for blocks with 17. The old standard was 12, set in 1989 against Old Westbury (N.Y.).

Upsala was led by 6'3" senior Tyler Brown, who turned in a quality all-around game with 18 points, seven rebounds, and three assists. Seven shot in with 15 points.

The loss dropped MSC to 2-3 (1-1, NJAC). Del Tufo was also disappointed with the attitude that his squad brought to the game. They weren't making Ramapo miss, the 6'3" senior guard said.

"I wasn't happy with the overall effort," Del Tufo added.

Del Tufo was also disappointed with the attitude that his squad entered this non-conference game.

"We can't just come into a game thinking that we're going to win no matter what. We have to play hard and over the whole course of a game to win," Del Tufo added.

Despite the overall effort, the Red Hawks received a quality performance from star forward Lee Mullins. "The 6'3" senior dropped a season high 26 points, grabbed nine rebounds and dished out six assists.

Junior center Keith Hines was also solid in the defeat, netting 10 points and pulling down 10 rebounds. The 6'5" Montclair native also set an MSC single game record by blocking seven shots. The previous mark of four was set by Emile Harris against Ramapo in 1990.

The Red Hawks also broke the single game team record for blocks with 17. The old standard was 12, set in 1989 against Old Westbury (N.Y.).

Upsala was led by 6'3" senior Tyler Brown, who turned in a quality all-around game with 18 points, seven rebounds, and three assists. Seven shot in with 15 points.

The loss dropped MSC to 2-3 (1-1, NJAC). Del Tufo was also disappointed with the attitude that his squad brought to the game. They weren't making Ramapo miss, the 6'3" senior guard said.

"I wasn't happy with the overall effort," Del Tufo added.

Despite the overall effort, the Red Hawks received a quality performance from star forward Lee Mullins. "The 6'3" senior dropped a season high 26 points, grabbed nine rebounds and dished out six assists.

Junior center Keith Hines was also solid in the defeat, netting 10 points and pulling down 10 rebounds. The 6'5" Montclair native also set an MSC single game record by blocking seven shots. The previous mark of four was set by Emile Harris against Ramapo in 1990.

The Red Hawks also broke the single game team record for blocks with 17. The old standard was 12, set in 1989 against Old Westbury (N.Y.).

Upsala was led by 6'3" senior Tyler Brown, who turned in a quality all-around game with 18 points, seven rebounds, and three assists. Seven shot in with 15 points.

The loss dropped MSC to 2-3 (1-1, NJAC). Del Tufo was also disappointed with the attitude that his squad brought to the game. They weren't making Ramapo miss, the 6'3" senior guard said.

"I wasn't happy with the overall effort," Del Tufo added.
Role of media in Glen Ridge rape trial

by Elsa Amaral

Christopher Kilbourne spoke to students about events concerning the Glen Ridge trial.

A reporter who has been covering the Glen Ridge rape trial of a mentally defective girl came in to speak to MSC students on Monday, Nov. 30, about the much publicized case.

Christopher Kilbourne, reporter for The (Bergen) Record, spoke to about 30 mostly journalism students about events that have unfolded during the duration of what has become the biggest trial in the Northeast, and how the media has covered this case.

The reasons why this particular case has had such an impact on the media, according to Kilbourne, are the numbers of boys involved in it, it involves a mentally retarded victim, it took place in the wealthy suburb of Glen Ridge and a bat and broomstick were used during the sexual act.

Kilbourne says the mentally defective woman, who is now 21, is expected to take the witness stand soon, for the first time.

The attorneys in the case are anxiously awaiting her testimony because they have no idea of what she will say or how she will react when she sees the four defendants in front of her. According to Kilbourne, the woman has said she doesn’t want to see the boys go to jail and witnesses have said that she still considers them to be her friends.

Throughout the trial, the state heard testimonies from at least 15 witnesses, who include a psychologist, teachers, family members and friends of this woman, and through these witnesses many facts about her life have come out in the open, including intimate and embarrassing details in her life.

Prosecutors were able to win the right to use rape trauma syndrome for the first time in a New Jersey criminal trial. This syndrome seeks to explain why some rape victims may exhibit improper or sudden behavior. Superior
How do you feel about the College Senate's decision to recommend that alcohol should be reinstated on campus?

I think it's a bad idea. They had a lot of problems in the past with minors being served.

Tadd Naffucci
Sociology, Senior

I'm all for it. Alcohol is a good thing. You should be able to grab some pizza and have a beer with your friends.

Russ Sardella
English, Junior

I think it is a good idea. College students should not have to think about how to smuggle illegal alcohol into their rooms because they have no other means of obtaining the same on campus.

Emwua Iwya-Aglie
Computer Science, Junior

Ninety percent of the population who polled wanted it, so I think it was only right that they set it. Now let's see if they can handle it.

Mark A. Williams
Consumer Affairs, Senior

social

12/11 Delta Xi Delta is having a Holiday Party.
12/11 Sigma Delta Phi is having a Christmas Party.
12/11 Sigma Tau Nu’s third annual Holiday Party will be on Fri., Dec. 11-Sat., Dec. 12.
12/17 Phi Beta Sigma is having a party at Club Cheetahs in Paterson.

fundraising

Delta Xi Delta is selling Holiday Gifts, deliveries made on campus. See any sister, Thurs., Dec. 10, we’ll be in Blanton Hall from 4-8 p.m.
Delta Xi Delta will be selling coupon books with all of your favorite local restaurants, bars and many more. Coming out Dec. 7.

Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring a Pizza Raffle. Buy a ticket for $1 and have a chance to win 10 free pizzas from Pizza 46 with free delivery. See a brother or call 5853 for a raffle ticket.

philanthropy

Delta Xi Delta will be feeding the homeless in the middle of December.

Theta Kappa Chi will be holding their annual toy drive from Nov. 30-Dec. 10. New and used toys are greatly appreciated. They will be donated to a children’s orphanage.

Zeta Phi Beta is having a Kwanza celebration on Dec. 18, at the Isiaha House in East Orange.

On Dec. 17, the brothers of Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity, Inc. is planning to have a Christmas Party with the children of Youth Consultation Services of Newark. Further details will follow for those who want to participate.

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority will hold a Breast Cancer Demonstration Seminar in Webster Hall on Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.

Sigma Delta Phi is having a bagel sale Dec. 9.
Alpha Iota Chi is having a bagel sale 8-2 p.m. on Dec. 9 and Dec. 16 in Partridge Hall.
Alpha Iota Chi is selling greek small paddles and boxes from 9-3 p.m. on Dec 10 and Dec. 15 in the Student Center Lobby.

Phi Beta Sigma and Zeta Phi Beta will hold a seminar on the African American Male Crisis Panel, open discussion, Dec. 9, at 7:30 p.m., room 419 in the Student Center.
Phi Beta Sigma will be holding their Annual Toys for Tots at UMD Hospital in Newark.
Alpha Iota Chi and Tau Phi Beta will be sponsoring a Holiday Party for the children of Communication Sciences and Disorders at the Clove Road School on Friday, Dec. 11.
Alpha Iota Chi also sponsors Ox Fam America, a non-profit organization which supports third-world countries.
Sigma Tau Nu sorority will be acting like Santa Claus, answering letters to Santa from handicapped children, in an area school district.
Alpha Omega and Delta Chi, in conjunction with the Make-A-Wish Foundation, are selling raffle tickets for a Christmas tree with $1,000 of gift certificates on it. Tickets are being sold all week for $2, or 3 or $5 at the Alpha Omega or Delta Chi tables.

Alpha Omega will be participating in the AIDS Dance-A-Thon on Dec. 12.
Professional House is sponsoring a giving tree to benefit a shelter for battered women and children from Dec 7-16. Please donate gifts in rm.406 in the Student Center.
Greek Council hosts sexual harassment workshop

by Pete QuHla and Sean Carroll

Captain Andrew Mock and Captain Sharon Malone of the USMC gave a presentation on the definition and dangers of sexual harassment to the Greek Council on Tues., Dec. 1. The presentation was excerpted from an eight hour lecture given by the Secretary of the Navy, one of the highest ranking officials in the Navy, who later resigned. The presentation, while intended for the military, also had several appropriate points for civilian life.

As a result of this incident, many charges were brought up on most senior officials in the Navy. One of the highest ranking officials was the Secretary of the Navy, who later resigned. The presentation, while intended for the military, also had several appropriate points for civilian life.

The lecture began by defining exactly what sexual harassment is and to what extent of human behavior it covers.

According to Captains Mock and Malone, sexual harassment, according to federal law, refers to any unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and any other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature.

Mock and Malone further defined this type of behavior by splitting harassment into three zones: Green, Yellow and Red. Green zone behavior includes friendly conversation, appearance correction and generally insensitive behavior. Yellow zone behavior is categorized by personal space violation, unwanted date requests, lewd comments, suggestive posters and sexual gestures. Finally, Red zone behavior, obviously the worst, includes sexual assault, rape, fondling, humiliating pornography, sexist or racist remarks and promising rewards or job advancements in return for sexual favors.

These zones, according to Mock and Malone, may seem restrictive but they are necessary to keep the work environment efficient and professional.

All three behavior zones were illustrated by a recent video tape made by the U.S. Coast Guard that was shown at the Greek Council meeting. The examples in the video were clear cut and easily understandable to all. After the video was shown, Mock and Malone asked the audience if there were any questions. Only one member of the audience asked a question, which was why should anyone possibly be punished over what was perceived by him as "normal" behavior.

Malone responded to the question by stating that in a professional setting, such as a military base or in any corporate environment, any slight uncertain gesture of affection from one person to another, especially when it is given by a senior official to a junior official, can be construed by gossip as harassment.

Mock and Malone concluded the lecture by giving other important facts about sexual harassment:

- The most important facts are that most harassment cases stem from a senior official offending a junior one. Overall, 90 percent of all harassment cases deal with the scenario of males directing themselves toward females. Four and a half percent is males directed towards males. Another four and a half percent is females directed toward females and only one percent of all sexual harassment is females directed towards males. Also, 75 percent of all women feel that they have been harassed sometime in the past.
- According to the statistics, these sexual harassment cases are that most harassment cases stem from a senior official offending a junior one. Overall, 90 percent of all harassment cases deal with the scenario of males directing themselves toward females. Four and a half percent is males directed towards males. Another four and a half percent is females directed toward females and only one percent of all sexual harassment is females directed towards males. Also, 75 percent of all women feel that they have been harassed sometime in the past.

Reid: newest member of AKΨ

by Brian J. Platkowski

The Iota Rho chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, a national professional co-ed fraternity, formally inducted Montclair State President Irvin D. Reid as an honorary member on Mon. Nov.16. The ceremony was open to public attendance and was performed by chapter President Heather M. Abrams and Master of Rituals Kevin Dunn, and was assisted by Vice President Jill Killeen and Secretary Fred Pena.

A total of 45 people were present, including collegiate and alumni members of Alpha Kappa Psi, Chapter Advisor Dr. Allan J. Simonsen, and other friends of the fraternity. The evening included the formal induction, a speech by President Reid, and a reception. President Reid's induction took place the day after Alpha Kappa Psi's induction of its nine new collegiate members, and the traditional "Blue Sapphire" celebration banquet.

According to Abrams, "Alpha Kappa Psi is very honored to have President Reid as an honorary brother." In the past the Iota Rho chapter has inducted other worthy professionals such as New Jersey Senators Frank Lautenberg and Bill Bradley. Alpha Kappa Psi congratulates President Reid as well as the nine new collegiate members.
THE MONTCLARION SAYS...

WRAP THAT RASCAL

GET HIGH, GET STUPID, GET AIDS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
1-800-662-HELP

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE / U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.

"I REALLY DID IT LAST NIGHT," BARRY THOUGHT, "GOT DRUNK, ACTED STUPID, AND WENT HOME WITH..."

"WHO IS THAT?"

"WHAT AM I STUPID? HOW DID I DO THIS? BARRY BEGAN TO WORRY, REALLY WORRY."

"WHAT ABOUT AIDS?"

THEN HE REMEMBERED, "HEY I'M JUST A CARTOON CHARACTER, I DON'T EVEN HAVE TO SHOWER."
Giving a second job interview

So you've spent big bucks on your interview outfit, had your hair conservatively styled, and practiced your handshake - yet your interviews are falling flat and yielding no positive responses. What are you doing wrong and what should you be doing to get follow-up interviews instead of rejection notices? In a word, "PREPARE." No matter how terrific you look, if you are facing nothing but rejection, chances are that you have not prepared for the interview itself.

Important to your preparation is understanding that you are not the only person being interviewed. Recruiters who interview on college campuses, including Montclair State, generally see 10 to 12 students for initial interviews, selecting three or four of those students for a second interview. And keep in mind that Montclair State is not the only school where they recruit. Thorough preparation will help you convince the recruiter that you are one of the few who deserves a second interview.

What can you do to improve your chances of moving beyond the initial stage? Knowing yourself, the occupational area which you have chosen and the specific employer with which you are interviewing are essential for landing a second interview. Knowing yourself means that you have assessed your skills, interests and goals to determine whether a particular position and company would be appropriate for you. For example, if you possess excellent research, writing, and computer skills which you want to use on the job, make sure that the interviewer is aware of your skills and that you find out how the employer will utilize them. You should also bring samples of your writing to show the recruiter the range of your work.

Employers want to hire people with significant self-knowledge since they invest considerable time and money training new employees. Understandably, they expect their employees to stay with the company long enough to justify that initial expense. Thorough self-assessment prior to interviewing will save valuable time for you and the employer. Attending a Career Services skills assessment seminar is one helpful way to identify your strengths.

Familiarity with the career field and occupations within that field are also essential. If you're interested in advertising, for example, make sure you know what a copywriter, an account executive, or media buyer does since their jobs vary greatly. Or if you're seeking an entry level management position, research the industries in which you're interested, such as insurance, retail, or banking, to learn about typical career paths in each one. You might start your research at Career Services or Sprague Library.

Finally, detailed knowledge of the specific lawyer is imperative. When the recruiter asks you why you want to work for this or her company, you must give compelling reasons based on your knowledge of the company's products or services, its history, prospects for the future, and corporate reputation. Your response to this question is key to getting that second interview. Information is readily available in Sprague Library and most local libraries.

Peeling overwhelmed? Don't despair! Help is available to all former Boy Scouts and everyone else who wants to be prepared. Stop by Career Services to find out about all the resources we have to assist you with interviewing and during each stage of your job hunt.
Welcome back to the entertainment column that everyone is talking about, PROPHET BIGG! As you all know there has been no column for a couple of weeks, and for that I am sorry. However, as you all are loyal readers I will attempt to explain. There was some editorial disputes over the installment which appeared in the November 12th issue. At that time I felt that I should take a break and reflect on those decisions which were made regarding the installment. The following week I was attempting to get ahead on work for my impending nose surgery, which was last week. Thus, no PROPHET BIGG for that week either. I hope that explains it for you all are loyal readers I will keep the response, we are back. So now, on with the news.

Well you may have heard about the trouble in the house of John McEnroe and Tatum O'Neal. They have split reportedly due to the fact that O'Neal wishes to resume her film career while McEnroe wishes her to stay home and raise their three kids. Wait a minute. Back up a tad. Film Career? What film career? She hasn't done anything in years, to my knowledge. Does she think that breaking her marriage up is gonna launch her back into film? The two have contacted lawyers and are going ahead with this insanity. Then there's the question of McEnroe's $150 million dollar estimated worth. I gotta tell ya folks, this is a damn shame and I hope they come to their senses.

Due to the overwhelming success of A Christmas Carol, a one man show starring Patrick Stewart (Star Trek: The Next Generation), he will be doing it again for three weeks. The dates are December 15th to January 3rd and will appear at the Broadhurst Theatre in Manhattan. Stewart does all 35 roles in a stunning performance. Watch for my review in January.

And speaking of A Christmas Carol, the Muppets will present their interpretation of the Charles Dickens classic in a new film to be released forthcoming. This film marks the first for the muppets with out creator Jim Henson, who died tragically a couple of years ago. The big test for me. I have to tell ya. I got an advanced peek at these shows and they are hysterically funny. Don't miss this show. It will be in Student Center room 126 and the doors open at 7:15. Get there early to get a stellar seat! Cut your night short, bring a date, do whatever you have to do not to miss this live performance!

A couple of final notes. Don't miss the Prophet on WMSC's Tonight We Murder with host Sean Carroll each and every Wednesday night from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. And always, I encourage you to write the Prophet, care of The Montclairian in the Student Center Annex, with any and all questions that you may have on any aspect of entertainment or previous PROPHET BIGG installments. Finally, a couple of special PROPHET BIGG hellos to The Squid. That's what you get for dissin' me in the cafeteria!, Corrine, here comes your big winged intended. (I guess all those nights of passion and bliss meant nothing to you.), Heather. C. I'll say hello to Patrick for you. The cast of An Evening of One-Aact (Break a leg and don't jump the light cord!) and good night Mrs. Calabash, where ever you are!

In this age of AIDS, television is reflecting more and more on real life. People are realizing that monogamy is the way to go. After all, if you're going to have multiple sex partners, you'd better make damn sure they're clean, otherwise, you're playing with Russian Roulette with your life. Besides, it's a good idea to teach monogamy. Kids watch a lot of television. When just about everyone these days is looking for their own soapbox to preach on, it's political-activist correct to teach one-on-one to our little bambinos that "might have their mushy little minds warped by The Transformers." But I digress.

Monogamy is popular, too. Look at CBS' Hearts Afire. Markie Post and John Ritter are a married couple, and they don't have to put up with "Who will I sleep with this week?" Helen Hunt and Paul Reiser are doing the married thing too on NBC's Mad About You. It's just about the new "it" thing, next to all the teen angst shows. Like Jacoby and Meyers commercials say, it's about time. The network writers are going for the substance and sizzle thing by saying "Married couples can be sexy, too." Gone into prime time limbo are the sexual undertones shows like Moonlighting and Remington Steele. No more is the plotline "Are they gonna do it?" You know, the nasty, The dirty deed. The horizontal lambs, Gettin' somma dat. Sex. Of course, the new shows still have sex, but what's new is that the characters that are sleeping together are husband and wife, not man and concubine, or woman and love toy. Man, what a novel idea. Probably the only new show that hasn't had its two most fascin­ating characters spring into the sack is Joel and Maggie on Northern Exposure. This is similar to the Moonlighting David and Maddie "When will they get on with it already?" plot, but the higher ups on the show said that it could get old quick. It's much better if they keep the tension going. But, at least in the meantime, Joel and Maggie aren't doing anything. Dave and Maddie were still sleeping around when the undercurrents were away.

Married is sexy. Married is in. Married is fashionable, UST, or Unresolved Sexual Tension, is out. That is, of course, on Married... With Children. Peggy will still sleep around a little, while her humble hubby sells shoes and fantasizes about his female customers whilst he fondles their feet.

The Special "Nose Surgery" Installment! A couple of quick reviews. Bram Stoker's Dracula directed by Francis Ford Coppola. Sucked. Although some things were good. Home Alone II directed by John Hughes. Pretty violent. A lot of repeat jokes. Entertainin'...
Girls are icky. Boys have cooties. We're all screwed.

I had just gotten a cup of coffee, light and sweet. She walked in as if gliding on air. It was fascinating, really. It was as if she found a five dollar bill, or finally figured out all the lyrics to a Nirvana song. She wasn't stoned or anything, just sort of blissfully unaware...

"Hey, sweet," I said, "what's your gig?"

"Oh Jesus App," she gushed, "I just met the most beautiful creature on the face of the planet! Tall blond, built... and, and those TEETH!"

"App, you are so shallow. I'm talking about the fact that this God-like creature I've been drooling over has a girlfriend!"

"Oh."

"I swear to God I'm becoming an un. This whole boy girl thing is not worth it."

"You could always try the girl girl thing you know, " I injected.

"There are simply no available men within a 30 mile radius. "

"What are you talking about? I'm available!"

"Are you listening?!? Have you heard anything I said?"

"I..."

"Tell me, what exactly is it that men want from us? My mother told me when I was little that a good baked ziti could bring a man to his knees..."

"Only if it's laced with bathtub acid."

"Fibro..."

"O.K. Dig me here, dig me now, dig me all around the world. The way to bridge the gender gap once and for all is to let us get a hold of that secret woman's handbook."

"What the hell are you talking about?"

"O'm mm, we know it exists. It contains all your top secret info. You know, eye movements, hand gestures. Examples of classified bathroom conversations..."

"Appetite, you are a 25 watt light bulb."

"Perhaps. But sometimes I think women hail from some distant moon of Jupiter. I mean, you don't make any sense..."

"That's it, I'm leaving. Call me later if you need a ride to work. Oh and just for your information, I can see clearly now why you don't have a girlfriend."

"Ditto," I muttered.

My coffee had gone cold and crusty and I used it as an ashtray. I peered across the cafeteria at this lovely dark haired creature and wondered if she had a boyfriend.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Book covers
2. Western hemisphere country
15. Chilean seaport
16. Rules
17. Promote the development of
18. Wolfgang —— Mozart
19. Patriot Hale
20. Family member
21. Depot (abbr.)
22. Jazz form
24. Greek letters
26. Adjusted, as currency
31. California desert
35. Gilbert and Sullivan output
37. Ancient Greek Valley
38. Swelling
39. Cut
42. Paul Bunyan activity
43. Tchaikovsky
45. U. of Michigan's arch-rival
46. Donald Trump, e.g.
48. Like Liberace's clothing

DOWN
1. Islamic spirit
2. Beginning for lung
3. Mr. Grouse
4. —— and kin
5. Unchanging
6. Attendances
7. Meet a poker bet
8. Let out —— (displayed shock)
9. Onbail symptom
10. Tax
11. Roulette color
12. Angers
13. Scandinavian king (var.)
14. Organization (abbr.)
15. Charlovsky
16. Chinese province
17. Actor who played Mr. Chips
18. Powerful glue
19. Things —— what they seem
20. Famous cup
21. Full force
22. Salso: sp.
23. Let up
24. —— —— Little Fays"
25. Like some courses
26. Section of Brooklyn
27. Joke
28. Disposition
29. Beginning for fast
30. Killer whale
31. Line of stitching
32. Eye layer
33. Prefix: nose
34. Miss Adams
35. Baseball hall-of-famer Slaughter
36. Fender imperfection
37. Suffix for count
38. Mighty Joe Young, for one
39. With full force
40. Like some courses
41. Section of Brooklyn
42. Killer whale
43. Miss Adams
44. Baseball hall-of-famer Slaughter
45. Suffix for count
46. With full force
47. Like some courses
48. Mighty Joe Young, for one

ANSWERS
TO THIS WEEK'S PUZZLE

©Edward Julius Collegiate CW8811
Dear Santa,
Last year I wrote for a long, round, spherical, nuclear "snowball" while I was a kindergartner.

Instead, I am seeking a snowman, a snowman. Could you health up of me? Yes?

Let's go with the program, huh?

Just because he gives you the same name, we can get away with killing him?

Wake up. Get up.
Shut up. Listen up.
Throw up.
Mix up. Go up.

Bump up.

Ron's our slant?
Looking up.

--

Look at this great snowball. I've done this before. Please someone upsize this snow ball to me.

But I figure each snowman. I'll just mean I'll get one. Lots of present from Santa.

I wish I knew it Santa, who brings me any underwear.

You can rub on the measure. Look every other kid.

You can rub on the measure. Look every other kid.

I'm guessing cheap out leather. Lesser environmental standards. And the little boy is less really a nephew. I want to get for us impressive
go.

We have to put him on the defensive. Because he considers him done I've been.

Another wonder full, wonnambiugfert day.

Think I'll have bacon and eggs this morning.

Swine, profit, animal, animal rights.

A little coffee, then.

Salvation begins. Death sounds.

I'll set the recipes. I'll set the recipes.

Paper, demonstration, one person.

I'll listen to my own.

Ordinarily, I can accomplish.

Don't for a drive.

Polar, pissed.

Then I'll go fucking.

I'll find a girl and get married.

Sex rolls.

That's it! I shall now spare the universe further burden by laying peacefully among the daffodils until I croak!
To the New Brothers of AR-

To the cute guy who sat behind me in Anthro all semester - I wish I could've gotten to know you better! I know Monday was our last class, I may have tried a little harder. I'm gonna miss walking through the maze from Freeman to Blanton, with you.

To the cutie guy who sat behind me in Anthro all semester - I wish I could've gotten to know you better! I know Monday was our last class, I may have tried a little harder. I'm gonna miss walking through the maze from Freeman to Blanton, with you.

To the cutie guy who sat behind me in Anthro all semester - I wish I could've gotten to know you better! I know Monday was our last class, I may have tried a little harder. I'm gonna miss walking through the maze from Freeman to Blanton, with you.

The last five personals are from:
- The Girl from Math Class
- Home smoke NICE III
- You're still interesting! Love,
- Frostie
- Rocko

Okay, so where's the snow?

Frosty - Great performance Friday! Your debut was definitely a hit - your "little" sisters.

Yes - are we gonna do the Rocky Horror thing? I don't wanna be a virgin forever! Sorry I didn't even say goodbye Mon. I was a bit preoccupied, stop by the office sometime, we'll do lunch!

Procrastination is the key to life!

Liz - I swear to Christ, if that picture gets out. Appetite

To my Big Jen - So many men, I really like you, eh?

Good luck, Kelly and Gina (D-Pi-E). Remember if it's all worth it in the end! Love, AH 74

AH 56 - You're great and I'm awesome. D-Pi-E, AH 56

Casanova - Thanks for the Personal. You've been sweet. I'll try to be around more to receive your calls. Rocky (LTA)

To my family in D-Pi-E. I miss you all, we need to get together. Live, love and laugh! Nancy

Jen, Jen, and Mei - Does anyone know what my date for the cotillion looks like? Marybeth

Kevin (Senate) - So are we really going to Cotillion? Marybeth

Stacy - You are the best Big! Thanks for always being there for me. Love, Your Little

To "My Buddy" - Looking forward to Friday! Can't wait. "The Wild One"

Congrats to the Eta class of Sigma Delta Tau. Love, The Sisters

Lisa (Sigma) - Do you want to reach into Bob's magic pocket? R.

Scott - Don't be sad, I love you, Prima

Tomato - I'm going to miss you

To John - Just a message from me to you, letting you know that we are through. Just a thought I wanted to share, letting you know that you're OUTTA THERE! Nut said so little time, I think I'm about to lose my mind. Mr.

Keft - we done good without you, alth

SDT - Friday night will rule - party!

To the total (D-Pi-E) - Good luck and keep high spirits, it's all Friday, D-Pi-E is great! LS The Sisters

To my little little Kelly and Gina (D-Pi-E) - Good luck this week, you'll do final! Love, your Big, Kristin

Week - you're the best sister in the whole world, I love you!

To the house of Recovering Derelicts and various riff-raff, we're going to need oil soon.

KK - There's this bar in Yokohama, perhaps 3 or 4 blocks from the stadium where the native dig getting Americans drunk on Saki. YA DIG?

Ami - stop flipping.

Katy - Thank you, thanks. Headscratches and such...

Good luck Kelly and Gina (D-Pi-E). Remember if it's all worth it in the end! Love, AH 74

AH 56 - You're great and I'm awesome. D-Pi-E, AH 56

Casanova - Thanks for the Personal. You've been sweet. I'll try to be around more to receive your calls. Rocky (LTA)

To my family in D-Pi-E. I miss you all, we need to get together. Live, love and laugh! Nancy

Jen, Jen, and Mei - Does anyone know what my date for the cotillion looks like? Marybeth

Kevin (Senate) - So are we really going to Cotillion? Marybeth

Stacy - You are the best Big! Thanks for always being there for me. Love, Your Little

To "My Buddy" - Looking forward to Friday! Can't wait. "The Wild One"

Congrats to the Eta class of Sigma Delta Tau. Love, The Sisters

Lisa (Sigma) - Do you want to reach into Bob's magic pocket? R.

Scott - Don't be sad, I love you, Prima

Tomato - I'm going to miss you

The only voluntary urine sample they'll get from me is a taste test.

overbreak! You better call me, roomie! Love, Ghost

This is a TABLOID, I tell you!

I love you John P. Baer, I want you

Dianne (Theta) - Thanks for introducing us to the awesome men of iota. Love, Laurie (Theta)

Rocky (LTA) - Good luck with the brother from Riders! I know he's the right one to do you justice, my sister! Love ya, Marla (LTA)

Ellen - I decided to put out the roast - dicks for us, Traci

Rachel - Good luck this week-end! I know you'll do great. I love you, Big, Lisa

Ghost - Last call for Fetedel! Be there? PM sharp. Love, Your Xena Roomie

The only voluntary urine sample they'll get from me is a taste test.

Tanja (Theta) - Safe who did
Are we original?

Cindy- Let’s keep this friendship going forever. It should have started sooner, right? Love ya, Josephine

AKPsi: Let’s forget some of Boston but remember Chantelle’s phrases. “I love you guys”! Goes for me too. Josephine

AKPsi-lo Cappuccino

Hey, Chlorine, oops, I mean Colon! Are we going to have a rapp session again? I’m not fully satisfied with the results Love, Diane

I want you to know that you’re OUTTA THERE! ‘Nuf said

Anthony- Do you like Tina Coladass? Guess Who

#68- Thanks for being an awesome drinking buddy. It’s always great places early when you’re by my side. Love, #68

“I Grew Hemp” George Washington

Nadine (Theta)- You are so sexy in those boots- I can’t stand it anymore! Oh baby, where’s the F.M. boots? I can’t wait to see these!

Tom, Jeff and Jim (ZBT) - When are we going to have a rapp session again? I’m not fully satisfied with the results Love, Diane

I love you Laurie Ivan (Theta)! You are the love of my life always. Are you happy now? Guess who

Jim (ZBT)- Get psyched for the Christmas Party. We are going to have a great time. Love, Diane

Mimi- I’m sorry for everything, let’s forget it ALL. Josephine

Hey, Yo-Yo, let’s keep sweatin’ together! Love, The Thetas

Michelle- We have the best “T” on the East Coast

To Cheryl (O-Phi-E): You are the best! Thanks for everything! I love you, Gina

ZBT- Get ready for the Mixer on Thursday. I want a restock pool you cheater! Love, Murmur

Burn Pot Not OL

Just Say Know, Just Say Now

Follow us to Penn State

ZBT- Get psyched for Thursday. We are going to have a Houst Love, The Thetas

To the Brothers of ZBT- Please give Tulip a masculine nickname. We call him Sassaquash

Theta- Great job on the dance contest at the Hop. Love, Yo-Yo

Laurie- Safe! No more going to those fries- I can’t stand it anymore! Oh baby, where’s the F.M. boots? I can’t wait to see these!

Thank you for smoking pot

Laura Theta Phi (Steve)- What are we going to have in those boots? I can’t stand it anymore! Oh baby, where’s the F.M. boots? I can’t wait to see these!

Thank you for a great pleasing time at the After Party at your house. You were great. Next time let’s use protection. You Know Who

Chuck- Face is dude, you lost and you backed out. So who looks like the poor sport here?

Zlor- Would you like beer with those fries

Brothers of Theta Xi- Road trip to Alpha this semester

Moe (Theta)- So, my fellow T&LC, where the heck are we going for Spring Break?

“Love, the other T&LC

What happened to TNT

To Cheryl (O-Phi-E): You are the best! Thanks for everything! I love you, Gina

ZBT- Get ready for the Mixer on Thursday. I want a restock pool you cheater! Love, Murmur

Burn Pot Not OL

Just Say Know, Just Say Now

Follow us to Penn State

ZBT- Get psyched for Thursday. We are going to have a Houst Love, The Thetas

To the Brothers of ZBT- Please give Tulip a masculine nickname. We call him Sassaquash

Theta- Great job on the dance contest at the Hop. Love, Yo-Yo

Laurie- Safe! No more going to those fries- I can’t stand it anymore! Oh baby, where’s the F.M. boots? I can’t wait to see these!

Thank you for smoking pot

Laura Theta Phi (Steve)- What are we going to have in those boots? I can’t stand it anymore! Oh baby, where’s the F.M. boots? I can’t wait to see these!

Thank you for a great pleasing time at the After Party at your house. You were great. Next time let’s use protection. You Know Who

Chuck- Face is dude, you lost and you backed out. So who looks like the poor sport here?

Zlor- Would you like beer with those fries

Brothers of Theta Xi- Road trip to Alpha this semester

Moe (Theta)- So, my fellow T&LC, where the heck are we going for Spring Break?

“Love, the other T&LC

What happened to TNT

To the cute customer in the C-store, what’s your name anyway? From your “Mafia Princess”

It’s just that, well, it seems peculiar that you guys aren’t telling each other how much you love/hate each other. Dig?

“Appetite

To Lee’s roommate, thank for being such a great listener. Love, The Roamer

To my Bigs: Leigh, Jim, Mimi, Chantelle & Dan- thanks for everything. Love, Darlene

Honey, I’ll be wishing you back home for Christmas. Be careful out there and remember I’ll be waiting for you always. I love you. -C.R.

I wonder why Dean Martin never gets any personalos...

To Michelle, Dave, Martin & Sharon(AKPsi)- You are the best bigs any little could ask for. Thank you for your support in the past weeks. It means a lot. Your little, Vine

Gaita, let’s hang in the cantina. You’re awesome.

#62

Dude, the Raiders are one player away from dominance...NOT!

To Dean Martin...I don’t know who you are, but I offer you this personal just to spite Appetite

Helene - you are the absolute best. Love, your very grateful roommate

Frenchy- Nothing compares to you. I miss you. Love, M.E.

Ted, I wish you didn’t have to leave, but I understand it’s something that has to be done. Just come back home soon and safely. Your ever loving girl, Ceci

Don’t forget to get your Christmas personalos in this Monday!

-Santa
The College Store
Secret Sale for the Holidays
Up to 10, 20 30 percent off

100s of Gift Items to Choose From
Many Under $10

The College Store Hours
Monday-Thursday 8:00 am-8:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday, December 19 9:00 am-1:00 pm

Official Details


2.) Discounts range is 10%, 20%, and 30%.

3.) Customer is eligible for a discount each time items are brought to the cash register.

4.) Discounts are applied to items valued at $10 or more (except textbooks, computers, computer software and sale items).

5.) Discount applies only to merchandise initially brought to the cash register.

6.) The College Store reserves the right to rescind this offer at any time.